
METADATA BROWSER V3.01
What is this?

Metadata Browser

Metadata Browser is an application designed in order to experiment and learn. Its features include:

• Navigation through a project

• Search by ID

• Retrieval of components, dependents and 
recurring dependents

• Documentation tool

• Object type count tool

• Change Journal Tools

• Deployment List

• Object Tracker

• God mode (for access to hidden system files)

Uuu, what does this button do?

Change connection

Use this button if you wish to connect to a different project using Standard, LDAP or NT authentication.

Important note: If you are an admin you may chose to log in using the “God Mode” function. This will 
enable Metadata Browser to bypass all  access rights filters applied to a normal user,  and thus gain 
explore access to the system folders and other hidden objects. If you are not an admin and you chose to 
use this function, chances are that the application will crash.



Search by ID

This function offers the opportunity of searching an object based on its ID. 
After an object is found, its name is copied to clipboard. You can disable this behavior by deselecting the 
“Copy results to clipboard” checkbox, which is checked by default. 
Notice that once an object is found you can find its components and dependents by pressing the toolbar 
buttons.

Properties

This button displays the properties of the selected object.



Change Journal

This function only works with MicroStrategy 9.0 and it displays the Change Journal entries made for the 
selected object.

If this function is called in a MicroStrategy environment previous to 9.0 the following error message will 
be returned:

Components, Dependents, Recurring Dependents

Pressing one of these buttons will retrieve the “relatives” of the selected object.
You can then see the properties of any retrieved object, get its “relatives” and export the current list to 
Excel.



Documentation

This function can be used for documentation purposes. It retrieves all the objects stored in a folder and 
displays useful information about them (i.e. format, alias, formula, dimensionality, transformation and 
condition for metrics; lookup table, forms, child & parent relationships for attributes, etc.).
If a shortcut is found in the folder, then the list will display information about its target.
Don’t be scared by its ugly appearance – once exported to Excel you can do lots of stuff you weren’t able 
to do before.

Object type count

This function shows the count for each object type in the selected folder.



Change Journal Documentation

Yet another function created for documentation purposes. It retrieves the Change Journal entries for the 
objects stored in the selected folder and then offers the possibility to export the results to Excel.

This function can only be executed in a 9.0 MicroStrategy environment.

Until a better algorithm is found, be warned that this function is very slow.

Deployment List

Let’s say you want to deploy some objects from one project to another and you are asked to provide a 
list of those objects. Just run this function over the folder where the objects (or their shortcuts) are 
stored and there you have it:



Object Tracker

Senthil Raj, author of the celebrated Object Tracking Tool has kindly agreed to enrich Metadata Browser 
with tracking functionalities.  

There are two ways the results can be displayed:

Classic:  this  is  the  classic  Object  Tracking  Tool  style,  where Type,  Name,  ID,  Version,  Path,  Owner, 
Creation Date, Modify Date, Description and Hidden Status are show.

Documentation: This works exactly as the Documentation Tool ( ), except that it extends the search 
throughout the entire project, instead of a single folder.

http://www.linkedin.com/in/senraj
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I would like to thank MicroStrategy 101 and MicroStrategy Blog for hosting this application.

Thank you Senthil Raj for allowing the Object Tracking Tool to be part of Metadata Browser.

Additional thanks goes to  Ashish Tiwari and Thorsten Enoch for QA proofing this otherwise unstable 
code and for their wonderful support and ideas.
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